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SPECIAL ACCESS AND/OR BILLET APPROVAL
(Submit original and five copies to CIB/SR&CD)

FILE WHEN INITIATED

DATE OF REQUEST

18 July 1973

SUBJECT'S NAME (Last, First, Middle)

DATE OF BIRTH (Do Mo Yr)

19 April 1937

POSITION

Chief of Staff

SSN

04-36-5963

CODES BELOW ARE FOR CIB
USE ONLY

TO: CHIEF, CIB THRU THE APPROPRIATE APPROVING AND CONCURRING OFFICERS

APPROVED

TCO/CIA

DATE

APPROVED

DD/SAT

DATE

CONCUR

DATE

APPROVED

DATE

IT IS REQUESTED THAT □ SPECIAL ACCESS APPROVAL □ BILLET APPROVAL BE GRANTED FOR THE SUBJECT IN THE FOLLOWING
PROJECT(S) AND PHASE WHERE APPLICABLE, JUSTIFICATION:

LEYTHY DIRECTOR

Subject will now be able to serve as a member of the President's Estab.
ishment's Advisory Board.

REQUESTER'S MAIL ADDRESS (Room and Building)

CIB INDEX SEARCH

TO: CHIEF, PSD/ID 2 (For action indicated)

Coral □ Other □ BYE-MAIN □ Other

CASE NO.

SUBJECT MEETS ESTABLISHED SECURITY CRITERIA
FOR SPECIAL ACCESS(S) REQUESTED

TO: CIB

BI DATE (Julian)

PSD ID/2

SIGNATURE

TO: REQUESTER

☑ SUBJECT HAS BEEN APPROVED
☑ ADVISE CIB DATE BRIEVED
☑ ARRANGE WITH CIB FOR BRIEFCING

CHIEF, CIB SIGNATURE

FORM 2018a USE PREVIOUS
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